MEETING SUMMARY August 18, 2021

Date and Time:

Wednesday, 18 August 2021 at 4:00pm Mountain time

Where:

Online: Zoom

Committee Attendees: Caryn Ann Harlos, Joe Dehn, Ed Fochler, James Gholston,
Anna Mosashvili
Other Attendees:

none

The meeting was called to order at 4:04pm Mountain time.
Records of Past Meetings: The minutes of the 4 August 2021 meeting, with one
spelling correction, were approved without objection.
Records Archive Update: Caryn Ann reported that she has been doing some
reorganizing of material that came back from being scanned in New Mexico, but that
not all the material is back yet; some just hasn't been shipped back yet, but some is
still waiting to be scanned. She is also working on converting some audio recordings.
Templates: Caryn Ann said templates still need to be created for a few states, e.g.
New Hampshire and Oregon.
Site Statistics: Ed said that traffic is generally holding steady, but the numbers
provided by Google Analytics have been dropping relative to the ones provided by
AWStats; he believes this is the result of people making use of "privacy"
mechanisms. Measures of content – numbers of articles and files – continue to grow.
Statistics from Google regarding page ranking and how many times references to
LPedia are presented in search results continue to improve.
Colorado: Caryn Ann reported that she will be proposing the formation of a statelevel HPC, noting that there is plenty that such a committee could work on.
Nolan Collection: Joe asked for more information about a communication sent by
Joe Buchman to this committee, and also described as being sent to the LNC,
seemingly related to archival material and also mentioning the possibility of some
sort of legal action. Caryn Ann said she had not seen this message. (The copy

received by other HPC members was addressed separately to each member of the
HPC except for her.) Nobody had any knowledge of the specific discussions by LP
staff, supposedly responding to something posted by activists in Colorado,
referenced in the message. Caryn Ann said she has not heard any comment from
others in Colorado relating to this. She will check with staff about what is alleged to
have been discussed in their meeting.
50th Anniversary Event in Denver: Joe said that he had hoped to take advantage of
the presence of old-time activists to make some videos that would contribute to
preserving our history, and asked if there were any activists local to the event who
like to make videos (e.g., who produce a video blog or a show for cable public
access); if so, perhaps that person could make use of Joe's registration and do some
of that. Caryn Ann said she does not know of anybody in the Denver area who does
that sort of thing.
Meeting Schedule: Caryn Ann reported that she has hasn't actually started her new
work schedule yet, and that she won't be able to tell for a while what will or will not
be convenient for her, so she doesn't think it makes sense yet for the rest of the
committee to try to sort out any specifics of what adjustments would work for them.
Future Meetings: The next meeting is scheduled for 1 September 2021.
The meeting was adjourned at 4:50pm Mountain time.

